We have studied the evolution of magnetic and orbital excitations as a function of hole-doping in single crystal samples of Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4 (0.07 ≤ x ≤ 0.42) using high resolution Ir L3-edge resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS). Within the antiferromagnetically ordered region of the phase diagram (x ≤ 0.17) we observe highly dispersive magnon and spin-orbit exciton modes. Interestingly, both the magnon gap energy and the magnon bandwidth appear to increase as a function of doping, resulting in a hardening of the magnon mode with increasing hole doping. As a result, the observed spin dynamics of hole-doped iridates more closely resemble those of the electron-doped, rather than hole-doped, cuprates. Within the paramagnetic region of the phase diagram (0.17 ≤ x ≤ 0.42) the low-lying magnon mode disappears, and we find no evidence of spin fluctuations in this regime. In addition, we observe that the orbital excitations become essentially dispersionless in the paramagnetic phase, indicating that magnetic order plays a crucial role in the propagation of the spin-orbit exciton.
I. INTRODUCTION
The physics of spin-orbit-driven oxides, such as the 5d osmates and iridates, has recently attracted intense interest. These materials display a variety of novel electronic and magnetic ground states, including spinorbital Mott insulators, spin liquids, topological insulators, and topological (or Weyl) semimetals 1, 2 . The layered perovskite iridates Sr 2 IrO 4 and Ba 2 IrO 4 represent one of the most extensively studied families of spin-orbit-driven materials . These compounds display striking similarities to the high T C cuprate superconductors, including (1) a variant of the same K 2 NiF 4 crystal structure 3, 4 , (2) an antiferromagnetic Mott insulating parent compound [5] [6] [7] , (3) quantum spins (j eff = 1/2), and (4) large magnetic interactions which are welldescribed by an effectively isotropic Heisenberg exchange Hamiltonian 8, 9 . These similarities have inspired many theoretical proposals that superconductivity may be induced in Sr 2 IrO 4 via chemical doping [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . While early theoretical studies identified electron-doping as a promising route to achieve d-wave superconductivity 10, 11 , more recent work has also raised the possibility of s-or pwave superconductivity on the hole-doped side of the phase diagram 12, 13 . However, experimental progress in the search for iridate superconductivity has been slow. No evidence of bulk superconductivity has been found thus far, although there have been several experimental observations reminiscent of cuprate phenomenology, such as the development of Fermi arcs and a d-wave gap in surface-doped Sr 2 IrO 4 15,16 . Most recently, reports of odd-parity hidden order in pure and doped Sr 2 IrO 4 17-19 , potentially compatible with loop-current order, have led to renewed interest in this family of materials.
Among hole-doped iridates, Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 has been the most thoroughly investigated to date [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , thanks to the availability of high quality single crystal samples over a broad range of dopant concentrations. Replacing Ir with Rh is a somewhat surprising choice for holedoping. However, x-ray absorption spectroscopy 23 and ARPES 25 measurements have confirmed that Rh dopant ions in this system preferentially adopt a Rh 3+ (4d 6 , S = 0), rather than Rh 4+ (4d 5 , S = 1/2), oxidation state, resulting in effective hole-doping. Although recent xray absorption measurements suggest that the oxidation state of the dopant ions may become more complex at higher concentrations 28 , all studies agree that the holedoped picture is valid at the low Rh concentrations (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.24) of relevance here 23, 27, 28 . Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 has a rich electronic and magnetic phase diagram 21 . Resonant magnetic x-ray scattering measurements indicate a doping-induced change in magnetic structure at x ≤ 0.07, with a new canted abplane antiferromagnetic ground state emerging 23 . Recent ARPES measurements on lightly doped samples (x ∼ 0.15) reveal the development of Fermi arcs and a pseudogap reminiscent of the doped cuprates 25 . Above the critical concentration of x c ∼ 0.17, antiferromagnetic order disappears and Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 becomes a paramagnetic metal/semiconductor. At higher dopings, more complex magnetic (0.24 ≤ x ≤ 0.85) and strongly correlated paramagnetic (x > 0.85) phases have also been observed 21 . In spite of the absence of superconductivity, we note that the magnetic phase diagram of Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 is strikingly similar to that of electrondoped cuprates such as Nd 2−x Ce x CuO 4 42 . A comparison of these phase diagrams is provided in Fig. 1 .
In this paper, we investigate the evolution of the magnetic excitation spectrum in hole-doped iridates by performing high resolution Ir L 3 -edge resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) measurements on sin- 38-40 have revealed more conventional magnon softening, which is reminiscent of the hole-doped cuprates. This observation lends further support for the reversal of electron-hole asymmetry between doped iridates and cuprates. However, our study also unveils an important difference between the spin excitation spectra in these two families of materials. We find no evidence of short-lived magnetic excitations or paramagnons above x c , indicating that spin fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase are negligible. This observation is also corroborated by our study of orbital excitations. Below x c we observe two branches of strongly dispersive orbital excitations: those corresponding to transitions between the j eff = 3/2 and j eff = 1/2 levels (commonly referred to as the spin-orbit exciton mode) and those corresponding to transitions between the t 2g and e g levels. Above x c these two branches become essentially dispersionless, highlighting the importance of magnetic order in the propagation of these excitations. These results will be discussed in comparison with doped cuprates as well as electron-doped iridates.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Single crystal samples of Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 (∼1.0 × 1.0 × 0.1 mm 3 in size) were synthesized using self-flux techniques, as described elsewhere 5, 21 . High resolution Ir L 3 -edge RIXS measurements (E i = 11.217 keV) were performed using the MERIX spectrometer on Beamline 30-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source. A double-bounce diamond-(1,1,1) primary monochromator, channel-cut Si-(8,4,4) secondary monochromator, and spherical (2 m radius) diced Si- (8, 4, 4) analyzer crystal were used to obtain an overall energy resolution of 35 meV (FWHM). Samples were mounted in a closed-cycle cryostat and measured at T = 10 K (with the exception of the x=0.42 sample, which was measured at room temperature). To minimize the elastic scattering contribution, measurements were carried out in horizontal scattering geometry with a scattering angle close to 2θ = 90
• . All spectra have been normalized to incident flux, but no additional corrections have been performed.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Doping Dependence
Representative RIXS spectra for Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 (0.07 ≤ x ≤ 0.42) are presented in Fig. 2(a) . These energy scans were collected at the Q = (0, 0, 33) position in reciprocal space, which corresponds to the center of the magnetic Brillouin zone. Each spectra contains several distinctive features, including (1) a sharp, resolution-limited elastic line (∆E = 0), (2) low-lying magnetic scattering (0 ≤ ∆E ≤ 0.2 eV), and (3) strong d-d excitations at ∆E ∼ 0.7 eV (j eff = 3/2 to 1/2) and ∆E ∼ 3.5 eV (t 2g to e g ). In addition to these prominent features, there are also weaker contributions due to phonons (which are essentially negligible at T = 10 K) and particle-hole excitations across the insulating gap (observable as broad continuum scattering above ∆E = 0.4 eV). The heirarchy of excitations in Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) .
Note that the spectra presented in Fig. 2 (a) display significant doping dependence. In particular, there is a dramatic difference between spectra collected within the antiferromagnetically ordered (x < 0.17) and paramagnetic (x > 0.17) regions of the phase diagram. This can be examined in greater detail in Fig. 3 , which illustrates the momentum dependence of RIXS spectra collected for samples with x = 0.07, 0.11, 0.15, and 0.24. For x = 0.07 to 0.15, we observe dispersive magnon and spin-orbit exciton modes which closely resemble those of the undoped parent compound 9, 30 . The magnon mode has a bandwidth of ∼200 meV, reaching its maximum energy at the (π, 0) magnetic zone boundary (i.e. Q = (1/2, 1/2, 33)). The magnon lineshape is signifi- cantly broader in the doped compounds, with inelastic peak widths approximately four (x = 0.07) to eight (x = 0.15) times broader than the experimental resolution limit. The spin-orbit exciton mode exhibits dispersion which is similar in magnitude, but opposite in direction, to the magnon. At higher energies, we find that the t 2g → e g excitations display clear dispersion and strong Qdependent scattering intensity. In contrast, the x = 0.24 data provides no evidence of low-lying magnetic excitations. The d-d excitations are much weaker in intensity, and their dispersion is significantly reduced. Although there still appears to be some weak spectral weight at ∆E ∼ 0.3 eV, the data in Fig. 3 (d) show that this feature displays weak momentum dependence which is opposite to that of the magnon mode (i.e. it reaches an energy minimum at the zone boundaries, and an energy maximum at the (0,0) zone center). As such, it seems unlikely that this feature is magnetic in origin. A more likely explanation may arise from the presence of small concentrations of Ir 5+ introduced at higher doping levels 23, 28 . The ∼0.3 eV energy scale is very similar to that of the low lying dd excitations previously observed in Ir 5+ based iridates, such as the double perovskites Sr 2 MIrO 6 (M = Y, Gd) 47 .
The doping dependence of RIXS spectra collected at the (π, 0) magnetic zone boundary is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . As the concentration of Rh dopant ions increases, we observe that the magnon broadens and gradually shifts towards higher energy. In order to obtain the quantitative dispersion relation for the magnons, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , each RIXS spectra was analyzed using a 6-component fit function consisting of elastic line (resolution-limited pseudo-Voigt peak), single magnon (Gaussian), bimagnon (Gaussian), j eff = 3/2 → 1/2 orbital excitations (two Gaussians), and electron-hole continuum (smooth step function). A representative fit carried out using this 6 component function is provided in Fig. 5(a) . To test the robustness of our fitting results, a number of variations on this fit function were also em- ployed. The inelastic features were modeled using Gaussian, Lorentzian, and mixed combinations of Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshapes. These approaches revealed negligible differences in peak position (i.e. no variation greater than the experimental uncertainties), and only slight (∼5-10%) differences in goodness-of-fit. The most significant source of uncertainty was found to arise from the modeling of the broad electron-hole continuum scattering. In Fig. 5(b) and (c) we demonstrate the effect of varying the form of the function used to describe the background/continuum. Although we observe clear systematic changes in the fit components associated with the orbital and bimagnon scattering contributions, we find that the choice of fit function has very little impact on the single magnon peak position (±5 meV or less). This provides a strong indication of the robustness and reliability of the magnon dispersion data in Fig. 4(b) .
Comparing the magnon dispersion of Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 to those of the undoped parent compound 9 , we find that at small doping levels (x ∼ 0.07) there is very little change in the magnetic dispersion. This implies that the doping-induced change in canted antiferromagnetic structure between x = 0 (net moments stacked in an A-B-B-A sequence) and x = 0.07 (net moments stacked in an A-A-A-A sequence) has negligible effect on the spin dynamics, a result which reflects the strong quasitwo-dimensional magnetic character of Sr 2 IrO 4 . As the doping increases from x = 0.07 to x = 0.15 we observe a steady increase in magnon energies across the entire Brillouin zone. This observation appears somewhat coun-terintuitive, since one would expect a softening of the magnon mode to occur as doping tends to weaken magnetic order and hence reduce the magnetic interaction strength. In the next subsection, we carry out quantitative dispersion analysis in order to examine the apparent hardening of the magnon dispersion in more detail.
B. Modeling of the Magnon Dispersion
The magnon dispersion data provided in Fig. 4 (b) was analyzed using an anisotropic 2D Heisenberg Hamiltonian with nearest neighbor (J), second nearest neighbor (J 2 ), and third nearest neighbor (J 3 ) magnetic exchange interactions:
where α XY is a phenomenological easy-plane XY anisotropy term (0 ≤ α XY ≤ 1). This Hamiltonian was applied in the isotropic limit (α XY = 0) to fit the first RIXS data on Sr 2 IrO 4 by Kim et al 9 . However, follow-up high-resolution RIXS measurements by Kim et al 30 suggest the presence of a small (∼ 30 meV) gap in the magnetic excitation spectrum, which motivated the inclusion of XY anisotropy in subsequent studies by Igarashi and Nagao 31 , Vale et al 32 , and Pincini et al 40 . The introduction of XY anisotropy breaks the degeneracy of the magnetic modes associated with in-plane and outof-plane spin fluctuations. The in-plane magnon mode remains gapless, while the out-of-plane mode develops a spin gap at the magnetic zone center.
In order to disentangle the doping dependence of J and α XY , we have examined our data in both the isotropic limit (Model 1), where we force α XY = 0, as well as the more general anisotropic case (Model 2), in which α XY is treated as a free fitting parameter. The out-ofplane mode remains gapless in Model 1, while it acquires a gap (∆ ⊥ ) in Model 2. The in-plane mode remains gapless (∆ = 0) in both models. It should be noted that these models are purely two-dimensional, and neglect any dispersion along the c-direction due to inter-plane magnetic exchange couplings, which are far too small to be resolved with current RIXS experimental resolution. Similarly, this model does not include cyclic exchange coupling, J C , which cannot be distinguished from the effects of the ferromagnetic J 2 . Recent inelastic neutron scattering measurements on pure Sr 2 IrO 4 report a small in-plane gap of ∼ 0.6 meV 33 , which also falls beyond the current experimental energy resolution of RIXS. exchange parameters extracted from these two models are provided in Tables I and II . In all four cases we find that the goodness-of-fit is significantly better for the anisotropic Heisenberg model. is chosen, and (2) when XY anisotropy is included, the magnitude of the out-of-plane spin gap (∆ ⊥ ) also grows larger as a function of doping. The doping dependence of the key parameters from Models 1 and 2 are illustrated in Fig. 7 . Note that the increase in ∆ ⊥ alone cannot account for the hardening of the zone boundary energy, and our analysis strongly suggests that both J and ∆ ⊥ grow larger with increasing x. Our analysis indicates that the magnetic bandwidth of Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 increases by ∼10-15% from x = 0.07 to 0.15, while the nearest-neighbor magnetic exchange coupling increases by ∼20-30%. Direct evidence for the presence of the out-of-plane spin gap is examined in Fig. 8 . This figure shows representative RIXS spectra collected at the magnetic zone center, Q = (0,0), and the magnetic Bragg peak position, Q = (π,π). These two Q points represent the energy minima for both the in-plane and out-of-plane magnon modes. Due to the limitations of the current experimental energy resolution, we note that it is not possible to resolve a well-defined spin gap in Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 . However, we can observe a clear low energy feature on the shoulder of the elastic line, which arises from the single magnon excitation. Fitting analysis suggests that the minimum energy for this magnon excitation is greater than 30 meV for both x = 0.07 and x = 0.15. In addition, this single magnon peak clearly shifts towards higher energies at both Q positions for x = 0.15, consistent with a spin gap that increases as a function of hole-doping.
In the preceding discussion we have assumed that pure and Rh-doped Sr 2 IrO 4 can be accurately described by a strong-coupling approach based on J ef f = 1/2 local moments. We note that the limitations of this approach for the iridates have been highlighted in several recent theoretical studies [52] [53] [54] [55] . In particular, there is evidence of strong hybridization between the J ef f = 1/2 and J ef f = 3/2 states 54 as well as the t 2g and e g states 55 due to the substantial itinerancy of these materials. This suggests that the Hubbard model, rather than the Heisenberg model, may provide a better starting point to describe the magnetic excitations in our system. In this case, we have chosen to use the anisotropic Heisenberg model because we are primarily interested in providing a phenomenological analysis of the gap size and the overall bandwidth of the magnetic excitations. Despite these limitations, we note that the Heisenberg model is often used to describe magnetic excitations in other itinerant systems (e.g. iron pnictides).
TABLE II. Doping dependence of the magnon dispersion parameters from Model 2, the anisotropic Heisenberg model with αXY as a fitting parameter. J, J2, and J3 represent the first, second, and third nearest-neighbor magnetic exchange interactions. The magnitude of the out-of-plane spin gap at the magnetic zone center (∆ ⊥ ), which is not a fitting parameter, is also included for comparison. The full Hamiltonian for this model is provided in Eq. (1). (2) 13 (2) 0.02 (1) 23 (5) 
C. Dispersion of Orbital Excitations
The dispersion of the orbital excitations in Sr 2 IrO 4 is intimately coupled to the dispersion of the magnetic excitations. As a result, one might expect that a significant hardening of the magnetic excitations should also be reflected in the energy of the orbital excitations. The spinorbit exciton mode is a highly dispersive orbital excitation which arises from d-d transitions between the j eff = 3/2 and j eff = 1/2 states. Propagation of this excitation involves spin-flips costing energy on the scale of ∼ 2J. Analyzing the dispersion of the spin-orbit exciton mode allows us to confirm the observed magnon hardening effects, while avoiding potential complications arising from the limited experimental energy resolution, the strong elastic scattering contributions at Q = (0,0) and (π,π), and the doping-dependent spin gap. However, modeling of the orbital dispersion is complicated by the fact that the j eff = 3/2 → 1/2 excitations are split by a noncubic crystal electric field, overlap with the electron-hole continuum scattering, and display strongly Q-dependent scattering intensity. For this reason we focus on the doping dependence of the orbital bandwidth, as measured by the energy difference between the peaks of the orbital excitations observed at Q = (π,0) and (π,π). Note that Q = (π,0) is the energy maximum for the magnon mode, and hence an energy minima for the spin-orbit exciton. Similarly, Q = (π,π) is one of two energy maxima (along with Q = (0,0)). In order to ensure consistency, the peak of the orbital excitations was determined both through fitting analysis and through inspection of the raw data. As shown in Fig. 9 , we observe a small, but significant, increase in the bandwidth of the orbital excitations upon doping. We note that the ∼9% increase in orbital bandwidth between x = 0.07 and x = 0.15 is fully consistent with the 10% (Model 2) to 16% (Model 1) increase observed in the magnon bandwidth. Thus, we conclude that hole-doped Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 displays hardening of both magnetic and orbital excitations. 
IV. DISCUSSION
Our study of the evolution of magnetic excitations in 41 . This observation is also corroborated by the reduced dispersion of the d-d excitations. Strongly dispersive orbital excitations are one of the most distinctive features of the Sr 2 IrO 4 RIXS spectrum. This dispersion arises as a consequence of the strong spin-orbit coupling in this material, which means that as an excited j eff = 3/2 hole propagates through the antiferromagnetically ordered background it leaves behind a trail of misaligned j eff isospins 9, 30 . The lack of dispersion for the orbital excitations at x = 0.24 is therefore consistent with the absence of the magnetic order.
Another surprising observation is the hardening of the magnon mode in the antiferromagnetically ordered phase.
A similar form of magnon hardening has also been observed in electron-doped cuprates such as Pr 0.88 LaCe 0.12 CuO 4−δ 48 and Nd 2−x Ce x CuO 4 49-51 . This effect is particularly striking in Nd 2−x Ce x CuO 4 , where the magnetic bandwidth effectively doubles from x = 0 to x = 0.15. Initially, this doping-induced hardening appears to be quite counterintuitive, as one would expect the cost of a spin flip excitation to be reduced by the dilution of the antiferromagnetic background. Indeed, a doping-induced broadening and softening of the magnon mode is observed in many hole-doped cuprates as well as in electron-doped Sr 2 IrO 4 38-40 . However, in the case of a locally static hole model, the energy gain from magnetic dilution can be offset by a reduction of hole delocalization energy (i.e. three-site exchange) compared to the undoped system. This mechanism was originally proposed for electron-doped Nd 2 CuO 4 by Jia et al. 50 . As in the case of the magnetic phase diagrams (Fig. 1 ), it appears that the spin dynamics of holedoped Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 more closely resemble those of the electron-doped, rather than hole-doped, cuprates. We would like to point out that Rh doping is not exactly comparable to the usual hole-or electron-doping by substitution away from the CuO 2 or IrO 2 layers. In addition to affecting the carrier concentration, Rh doping also appears to affect the nature of the Ir and Rh magnetic moments 23 . With this caveat in mind, it is still worthwhile to examine the analogy between the iridates and cuprates. The apparent reversal of electron-hole asymmetry between cuprates and iridates was first pointed out by Wang and Senthil 10 , and is expected based on differences in electronic structure (iridates have electron-like Fermi surfaces, while cuprates have hole-like Fermi surfaces). In particular, this effect is believed to arise from the sign of t /t (where t and t represent the nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor hopping terms, respectively) when the electronic structure is mapped onto an effective one-band Hubbard model. This quantity is positive for iridates and negative for cuprates. Thus, even though the magnitude of t /t is quite similar in both families of materials, the superconducting phase diagrams predicted by the one-band Hubbard model are not. Indeed, recent theoretical calculations indicate that d-wave superconductivity will only be stable in electron-doped iridates, such as Sr 2−x La x IrO 4 11-13 . However, functional renormalization group calculations predict s-wave superconductivity in hole-doped Sr 2 IrO 4 12 , and argue that the effects of Hund's rule coupling will reduce (enhance) superconductivity on the electron (hole) doped side of the phase diagram. In addition, dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) calculations suggest that when Hund's rule coupling is sizable, p-wave superconductivity may arise in the hole-doped iridates 13 . Unlike the cuprates, Parschke et al have recently argued that correlation-induced effects will give rise to fundamental differences between the electron and hole-doped sides of the iridate phase diagram, extending well beyond the simple reversal of t /t [53] . It is clear that further systematic doping studies will be required on both electron and hole-doped iridate systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have used RIXS to investigate the magnetic and orbital excitations of the hole-doped spinorbital Mott insulator Sr 2 Ir 1−x Rh x O 4 . We observe lowlying magnon excitations, which harden with increasing doping, and disappear within the paramagnetic phase. These results add to the growing list of similarities between hole-doped iridates and electron-doped cuprates, and offer intriguing clues for the ongoing search for iridate superconductivity. In addition, we observe strongly dispersive orbital excitations (j eff = 3/2 → 1/2 and t 2g → e g ) at low doping, which become essentially dispersionless within the paramagnetic phase. This illustrates the importance of magnetic order to the dynamics of the spin-orbit exciton mode, and highlights the unique spinorbital character of this system. We hope these results will help to guide and inform future work on Sr 2 IrO 4 and other doped iridate materials.
